
Analysis-Satire in Chapters 

Commentary:  

Ch. 1-6 

Cat's Cradle opens with a brief introduction to some of the tenets of Bokononism. Each Bokononist 
believes that he or she belongs to a team that carries out God's will, but Bokononism warns that the 
individual will never fully understand his or her part in the divine plan. Everything that happens in 
his or her life is "meant to happen," so the Bokononist feels no pressure to do anything other than 
live his or her life with the faith that he or she is inevitably doing God's will. 

Interestingly enough, the opening lines of The Books of Bokonon declare that Bokononism is based 
entirely on lies. Nevertheless, we later discover that the citizens of San Lorenzo, the birthplace of 
Bokononism, are all devout Bokononists. One may wonder how a religion that calls itself a lie can 
inspire such devotion. However, Vonnegut means to emphasize that religion's main purpose is to 
make its practitioners feel as if their lives have meaning and purpose. Therefore, "truth" plays no 
real part in religion; it is the illusion of meaning and purpose that a religion provides that is 
important. Without this emphasis on truth, Bokononism avoids inspiring the violent religious 
dogmatism (inflexibility/strictness) that sometimes characterizes the practitioners of other religions. 
No Bokononist has any particular truth for which to fight. 

In his portrait of Felix Hoenikker, Vonnegut mocks standardized, Western ideas about good, evil, 
sin, and morality. Generally, an "innocent" person is ignorant of sin. Felix, in many ways, fits this 
definition. When his colleague commented that science had known sin after the first bomb was 
tested, Felix betrays ignorance as to even the definition of sin. With such ignorance coincides a 
necessary inability to acknowledge moral responsibility. Felix felt none for his part in helping to 
create the atomic bomb. 

Felix was so "innocent" that he was completely ignorant of personal and moral obligations. Like a 
selfish child views its mother, he viewed his wife, and later his daughter, as his caretakers and 
nothing more. He hardly acknowledged his family because they were not as interesting and 
fascinating as the "games" he played at the Research Laboratory. Felix was not an abusive father, but 
he was an extremely indifferent father, and just like his research, his indifference had future effects. 

Frank's explanation of his interest in bugs eerily echoes Felix's attitude toward his research. On the 
day Hiroshima was bombed, Frank was amusing himself by forcing bugs to war against one another 
in mason jars. He told Angela that he was merely "experimenting." Felix's attitude toward the global 
conflict of World War II was very much the same. The pawns in Felix's "experimental" war game 
were millions of soldiers and nations armed with nuclear warheads. Felix regarded these pawns with 
no more concern than Frank regarded his insects. 

Felix's total ignorance, indifference, and "innocence" toward the moral responsibility that 
accompanied his nuclear weapons research become even clearer in his attitude toward the prisoner's 
book about the end of the world. The prisoner asked Felix's advice about the type of bomb that 
could destroy the world because Felix was one of the fathers of the atomic bomb. More interested in 
playing Cat's Cradle with a piece of string than thinking about the possible applications of his 



weapons research, Felix did not spare the prisoner's book a second glance. Once the bomb had been 
created, Felix lost all interest in it. Clearly, Vonnegut does not equate innocence with harmlessness. 
Innocence such as that found in Felix can be incredibly destructive. 

Ch. 7-22 

In order to understand how circumstances lead to a worldwide disaster by the end of Cat's Cradle, it 
is necessary to understand the emotional world of the Hoenikker siblings. Their mother died 
suddenly, and their father neglected them. Frank grew up as an outcast adolescent, subject to the 
taunting of his peers. Newt dealt with the added problem of being a midget. Felix withdrew Angela 
from high school to keep house for him, and she never had any real friends. The three of them 
wanted nothing more than to find happiness, a simple, universal human concern. 

The Hoenikker siblings are a representation of humanity's common, simple needs. If modern 
technology had not placed a dangerous, destructive substance in their hands, these simple needs 
would not have become a threat to all life on earth. Vonnegut later reveals that Zinka was a Soviet 
spy. She stole Newt's ice-nine and gave it to the Soviet government. Newt, as a neglected, lonely 
young man was an easy target for such manipulation. 

Vonnegut mocks the valorized status that science occupies as a means to gain knowledge and 
"truth." The commencement speech, delivered by one of Felix's colleagues, illustrates the inadequacy 
of science to fulfill all of humankind's needs. Felix's colleague declared that science would one day 
discover the key to life. This "key to life" turned out to be a type of protein. The concept that such a 
thing could be the "key to life" in any meaningful way is ridiculed in the response of Sandra and the 
bartender. Neither of them understood the details or significance of this discovery. It didn't change 
their lives, and, by extension, it likely did not affect the lives of most other people on the planet. The 
discovery of this protein brought no happiness; it was a key to life in only the most basic, structural 
manner. 

Asa Breed's praise for "pure research" failed to take into account the possible destructive outcomes 
of this research. He viewed "pure research" and the drive for knowledge as an end in itself. 
Therefore, he, like Felix, did not acknowledge or even understand that scientists incur a moral 
responsibility for the outcomes of their research. He believed that scientists only have the 
responsibility to acquire knowledge, not to determine how it is used. He praised Felix's brilliant 
mind, but he also called Felix a "force of nature" that could not be controlled. Asa's declarations, 
however, are undermined by his anger; he seems to feel some sort of guilt. In fact, Asa's own son 
quit his researching job after Hiroshima was bombed because he felt that anything a scientist learned 
would eventually be used as a weapon. Asa's son's decision is an implicit condemnation of the idea 
of "pure research." 

Ch. 23-34 

The plaque in Felix's laboratory declaring Felix's "incalculable importance" to humankind is 
extremely ironic considering the ending of Cat's Cradle. Felix created the seeds of humanity's 
destruction with ice-nine, so his "importance" to humankind is indeed incalculable. Of course, as Miss 
Faust states, Felix was not concerned with people at all. He was concerned merely with finding new 
interesting games to play. He epitomizes the scientist who searches for knowledge with little or no 



concern for the application of that knowledge. Felix and Asa were essentially selfish. Asa cared more 
about protecting his valorized status as a scientist than he was with really considering the moral 
implications of his work. Felix merely wanted to amuse himself with the "real games" provided by 
the laws of physics. 

Miss Faust's conversation with Felix regarding absolute truths emphasizes the theme of science as 
alien to basic human needs. Of course, humanity has been concerned with finding "truth" for most 
of its history, whether that truth came in the form of religion, culture, education, or science. Miss 
Faust offered Felix a religious conception of truth, but Felix, ever the scientist, asked her to define 
God and love. Vonnegut poses the hypothesis that "truth" alone does not fulfill human needs, 
whether it is religious or scientific truth. 

Because he was a proprietor of a tombstone shop, Martin considered the entire charade of human 
existence in a different manner than Asa and his colleagues. Asa, Martin, and Felix all worked in the 
business of death. Asa and Felix's research was used to develop weapons of mass destruction, but 
they did not directly witness the results of their work. Having directly witnessed death and grief in 
his profession, Martin's take on human relations and human needs is quite different. He recognized 
the unhappiness of Felix's children in the aftermath of their mother's death. Felix cared so little for 
his wife that he didn't bother to buy a marker for her grave. His children took no comfort in having 
a Nobel-prize-winning physicist for a father. They used his prize money to purchase a monumental 
marker for their mother's grave. Her death affected them more than Felix's fame. 

Martin mocked the prevailing notion that Felix was a harmless, playful innocent. People admired 
Felix because he didn't care about fame, fortune, or prestige. However, Martin correctly points out 
that Felix didn't deserve praise for not desiring the things that drive many other human beings. He 
was selfish in other ways. He got everything he wanted, and he didn't care about using people to get 
it. When his wife died, he took his daughter out of school to take care of the domestic matters he 
didn't wish to deal with. As long as his own comfort and peace of mind were provided for, he paid 
no attention to his children at all. Martin sees Felix's behavior in terms of his children as directly 
relating to his inability to feel remorse or responsibility for the atomic bomb. 

Ironically, the Hoenikker children were just as selfish as their father in some ways. Their suffering 
and unhappiness aside, they still traded ice-nine to buy happiness. Like their father, they wanted to 
fulfill their desires, but they did so at great risk to all life on earth. Like their father, they did not care 
or even consider the awful implications their actions held for the rest of humanity. In their vanity 
and greed, they sowed the seeds of total destruction. 

Ch. 35-43 

Jack grieved that anyone could kill Frank because he had an astonishing creative capacity for 
building models. However, Jack’s grief is later made ironic. The reader discovers that Frank himself 
carelessly gave a seed of ice-nine to the dictator of San Lorenzo and that Frank had been sleeping with 
Jack's wife for years before leaving for San Lorenzo. Frank viewed the real world almost in the same 
way he viewed his model of it. Like a god, he arranged things to his pleasure in the real world by 
buying a comfortable post as Major General on San Lorenzo with a substance that ended up killing 
most of life on earth. He approached the real world with the same vain, selfish, careless lack of 



concern that characterizes the absolute power a child wields over an imaginary model of the world -- 
or a bottle filled with insects. 

Although John is the narrative authority in Cat's Cradle expresses consistent moral outrage at the 
behavior of the Hoenikkers, in many ways, he acted as carelessly and irrationally as they do. He 
trusted Krebbs, and Krebbs wrecked his apartment. He fell in "love" with Mona simply because he 
saw her picture in an advertisement. Because he equates sexual attraction with "love," it would be a 
mistake to see him as a more sensitive person than some of the other characters. 

Vonnegut continues to parody our accepted ideas about morality with Julian Castle. After spending 
most of his adulthood drinking, spending recklessly, and womanizing, Julian became a 
philanthropist. However, his fortune was derived from his company, Castle Sugar Corporation, 
which had long held a plant on San Lorenzo. The laborers were beaten by brutal overseers, and they 
were not paid for their work. A charity hospital is pocket change for Julian. His generous gesture, 
which gains him acclaim and accolades, is not really all that generous. 

Lowe and Hazel Crosby are parodies of vain, arrogant, greedy Americans. Lowe wants to move his 
business to San Lorenzo where employers are not required to adequately pay or treat their workers 
well. He wants to follow in the model of Julian Castle. Lowe believes in brutalizing and killing 
people for minor crimes. He even approves of San Lorenzo's policy of capital punishment for all 
crimes, no matter how minor. The Crosbys represent the dangers of dogmatic religious and national 
identity. They are friendly with John because he is "one of them," but they are not willing to extend 
their friendship to non-Christian, non-American people. Hazel is afraid of people who are different, 
so she takes comfort in the fact that San Lorenzo is reportedly a Christian, English-speaking 
country. Hazel's pleasure at discovering that John is a Hoosier is a parody of the irrational grouping 
behaviors of human beings. Political parties and nations are here revealed as irrational, despite the 
fact that they cause a great deal of violent conflict in the world. 

Ch. 44-55 

Vonnegut reveals the dangers of dogmatism in the persecution Horlick suffered at the hands of the 
U.S. government. After World War II, The United States emerged as a major world power. 
Vonnegut portrays the America of that time as priding itself on its role as one of the "good guys." 
Vonnegut's vision of America was of a country that believed it was the best at everything and took 
offense at any criticism. With nuclear weapons in its arsenal, the United States became arrogant in its 
power and demanded a certain conformity among its own citizens. It also assumed that the entire 
world wanted to be like Americans. 

Vonnegut's vision of the United States reveals a country that, in some instances, could act like a 
totalitarian state, particularly during the rabid anti-communism of McCarthyism. Vonnegut portrays 
this rise of dogmatism as yet another dangerous element to the irrational grouping behavior of 
human beings. It is worth noting, however, that while Vonnegut's portrayal of the United States 
certainly has merit and basis in fact, the United States that appears in Cat's Cradle is significantly 
simplified from that of actual history. 

Angela was extremely indifferent to the ramifications of her father's research. She considered the day 
Hiroshima was bombed the same as any other day in that her father paid the same lack of attention 



to her as he usually did, completely ignoring the mass death and destruction caused by the bomb. In 
order to cope with her father's indifference toward her, she deluded herself into thinking he was a 
saint. She guarded his reputation with an almost religious devotion because she didn't want to see 
him for what he was--an irresponsible, conscienceless, indifferent man. Newt and Angela continued 
their father's tradition of irresponsibility by carrying ice-nine on the plane, just as Frank took ice-nine 
on the boat to San Lorenzo. A shipwreck or a plane crash could have released the ice-nine into the 
ocean, creating a global disaster. 

Ch. 56-72 

Vonnegut satirizes the human will to power in his description of San Lorenzo's tumultuous history. 
Despite the island's economic worthlessness, various nations conquered it over the years as if merely 
for the sake of conquering it. Castle Sugar maintained its operation on San Lorenzo despite its 
inability to turn a profit, even when the laborers were paid nothing and brutalized by overseers. 
Vonnegut here implies that human beings have a destructive, greedy drive for power that has no 
connected noble goals. 

The United States government and the Soviet Union both acquired ice-nine even though both 
countries already had impressive weapons arsenals. Again, it seems that both countries acquired ice-
nine simply for the sake of having it or because the other had it. It didn't matter that, if either nation 
actually tried to use it as a weapon, they would kill almost all life on earth. If used, ice-nine would 
destroy everything, including its user. With the extreme example of ice-nine, Vonnegut is able to 
highlight the supreme absurdity of the arms race. 

The government of San Lorenzo is a total farce. It provided comfortable, modern conveniences for 
foreign citizens, yet most of the island's citizens are ravaged by poverty and disease. "Papa" 
Monzano adopted a beautiful girl to increase his popularity, but he didn't actually try to do anything 
for the citizens of his country. And Mona herself becomes a symbol of the irrationality of man. For 
all its science, all its knowledge, men are still ruled by their "base" instincts when it comes to Mona. 

Overall, Cat's Cradle implies that human beings live under the mistaken assumption that human 
behavior can be explained in rational terms. Humanity tries to justify its behavior with moral codes 
of religion or law, but the moral codes themselves make little sense given the behavior of the 
characters in Cat's Cradle. Lowe believes in brutally killing people for minor crimes, as if this would 
correct the "immoral" behavior of petty criminals. The scientists in the novel, the very avatars of 
rationality, see nothing wrong with producing weapons capable of mass destruction. In many ways, 
the battle to right moral wrongs seems to create more destruction than the wrongs themselves. 

Ch. 73-81 

In this section, Vonnegut takes dead aim at the concept of truth. Many people considered Felix a 
"hero" or a "saint" because he helped the United States win the war with his research on the atomic 
bomb. However, few people knew Felix personally, so they did not know how terribly indifferent, 
irresponsible, and careless he was. Further, few people gave thought to the world the creation of the 
bomb produced. The atomic bomb ended World War II, but it created the circumstances that 
produced the Cold War. And, at the time Vonnegut published Cat's Cradle, the specter of complete 
nuclear annihilation was still very real. Vonnegut shows here that there is no definite truth, no single 



strand of belief that an individual can hold onto and be certain of, without deluding himself just a 
little bit. 

Vonnegut shows a number of origins for such delusion masquerading as simple truth. In the case of 
Asa Breed, this delusion arose out of simple pride and perhaps fear. Asa wanted to conceive of 
himself as a good person and an important scientist. In order to do so, he needed to defend his 
actions. The concept of "pure science" was his defense. But the delusion also exists on a grander 
scale. John traveled to San Lorenzo to write an article about Julian Castle. He discovered soon after 
arrival that Castle was a blatant misanthrope. Yet, John knows what his readers want: an article 
about a reformed bad boy. John resolves to give it to them. Delusion feeds itself and makes itself 
stronger. The public wants Julian to be a hero, and so he is presented as such. 

Albert Schweitzer was a philosopher, theologian, and medical missionary who developed a 
philosophy that preached the utmost respect for the value of life. Julian's cynical dismissal of 
Schweitzer reveals a strain of nihilism. He believed the world is utterly meaningless and that all 
beliefs, religious, moral, or otherwise, are merely a means to exercise one's voice box. Unlike Julian, 
Bokonon did not seem to view people as worthless and repulsive. Rather, he saw them as ridiculous 
and laughable. His religion illustrates his cynicism, but he lacked the nihilism that characterized 
Julian's beliefs, and the greedy arrogance that characterized Lowe and Hazel. When he found that he 
did not have the power to increase their material comfort, he offered San Lorenzo's people the 
comforting illusion of meaning and purpose. Arguably, his gift to San Lorenzo was more meaningful 
than Julian's hospital or "Papa" Monzano's gift of an erotic symbol in Mona. Bokonon recognized 
the basic irrational nature of humanity and sought to provide comfort and a measure of happiness 
through an irrational religion. The only problem with the entire charade he created with his religion 
was that he and McCabe began to treat it as if it were real. At that point, people actually did begin 
dying for practicing Bokononism. Delusion became real. 

Angela's outrage at her father's salary reveals her total indifference to the suffering, poverty, and 
disease that surrounded her on San Lorenzo. While Julian expounded upon the utter poverty in San 
Lorenzo, she still continued to complain about her father's pay, although the vast majority of San 
Lorenzo would have considered his pay an astronomical fortune. 

With Newt's painting and his constant reference to the cat and the cradle, the title of the novel 
comes to bear a powerful symbol. Here is a game that Felix played as the bomb dropped and 
changed the world. It is a game played with string that forms nonsense shapes, a puzzle without end. 
And, it is a game named after a non-existent cat and a non-existent cradle. Cat's Cradle is a game of 
no meaning, of no value, and yet, it is beloved among children, its name accepted despite its 
ridiculous absence of fact. The game becomes a symbol of all the delusions that run rampant 
through the novel; people in Cat's Cradle search for an impossible final meaning, caught up entirely 
in a game with no end. 

Ch. 82-97 

In this section, Vonnegut takes dead aim at the concept of truth. Many people considered Felix a 
"hero" or a "saint" because he helped the United States win the war with his research on the atomic 
bomb. However, few people knew Felix personally, so they did not know how terribly indifferent, 
irresponsible, and careless he was. Further, few people gave thought to the world the creation of the 



bomb produced. The atomic bomb ended World War II, but it created the circumstances that 
produced the Cold War. And, at the time Vonnegut published Cat's Cradle, the specter of complete 
nuclear annihilation was still very real. Vonnegut shows here that there is no definite truth, no single 
strand of belief that an individual can hold onto and be certain of, without deluding himself just a 
little bit. 

Vonnegut shows a number of origins for such delusion masquerading as simple truth. In the case of 
Asa Breed, this delusion arose out of simple pride and perhaps fear. Asa wanted to conceive of 
himself as a good person and an important scientist. In order to do so, he needed to defend his 
actions. The concept of "pure science" was his defense. But the delusion also exists on a grander 
scale. John traveled to San Lorenzo to write an article about Julian Castle. He discovered soon after 
arrival that Castle was a blatant misanthrope. Yet, John knows what his readers want: an article 
about a reformed bad boy. John resolves to give it to them. Delusion feeds itself and makes itself 
stronger. The public wants Julian to be a hero, and so he is presented as such. 

Albert Schweitzer was a philosopher, theologian, and medical missionary who developed a 
philosophy that preached the utmost respect for the value of life. Julian's cynical dismissal of 
Schweitzer reveals a strain of nihilism. He believed the world is utterly meaningless and that all 
beliefs, religious, moral, or otherwise, are merely a means to exercise one's voice box. Unlike Julian, 
Bokonon did not seem to view people as worthless and repulsive. Rather, he saw them as ridiculous 
and laughable. His religion illustrates his cynicism, but he lacked the nihilism that characterized 
Julian's beliefs, and the greedy arrogance that characterized Lowe and Hazel. When he found that he 
did not have the power to increase their material comfort, he offered San Lorenzo's people the 
comforting illusion of meaning and purpose. Arguably, his gift to San Lorenzo was more meaningful 
than Julian's hospital or "Papa" Monzano's gift of an erotic symbol in Mona. Bokonon recognized 
the basic irrational nature of humanity and sought to provide comfort and a measure of happiness 
through an irrational religion. The only problem with the entire charade he created with his religion 
was that he and McCabe began to treat it as if it were real. At that point, people actually did begin 
dying for practicing Bokononism. Delusion became real. 

Angela's outrage at her father's salary reveals her total indifference to the suffering, poverty, and 
disease that surrounded her on San Lorenzo. While Julian expounded upon the utter poverty in San 
Lorenzo, she still continued to complain about her father's pay, although the vast majority of San 
Lorenzo would have considered his pay an astronomical fortune. 

With Newt's painting and his constant reference to the cat and the cradle, the title of the novel 
comes to bear a powerful symbol. Here is a game that Felix played as the bomb dropped and 
changed the world. It is a game played with string that forms nonsense shapes, a puzzle without end. 
And, it is a game named after a non-existent cat and a non-existent cradle. Cat's Cradle is a game of 
no meaning, of no value, and yet, it is beloved among children, its name accepted despite its 
ridiculous absence of fact. The game becomes a symbol of all the delusions that run rampant 
through the novel; people in Cat's Cradle search for an impossible final meaning, caught up entirely 
in a game with no end. 

 

 



Ch. 98-105 

Bokonon's legend of humanity's creation is a cynical, playful metaphor for human folly. The mud 
that awoke alleviated its feelings of inferiority to God by feeling superior to the mud that did not 
awake. The myth reflects the tendency of people to mitigate their feelings of resentment, inferiority, 
and insecurity by wielding power over weaker, less fortunate people. Ironically, Felix created ice-nine 
as a solution to the problem of mud. Considering this in light of Bokonon's legend, his creation can 
be seen as the solution to humanity itself. This solution to humanity, however, was to kill it. 

John vainly assumed that his profession, writing, provided humanity with consolation, beauty, and 
truth. Ironically, he criticized scientists, like Asa Breed, for having the same irrational, stupid pride in 
their own professions. Unlike Bokonon, John did not acknowledge the essential absurdity of his 
beliefs. Bokononism recognizes and acknowledges ambiguity because dogmatic truth all too often 
becomes a bludgeon to wield against others. The illusion of a "true" rational or moral order, the 
inability to tolerate and accept ambiguity, is one of the major problems that Vonnegut perceives in 
the human character. 

The effigies floating in the harbor simultaneously symbolize the threat of violence embedded in the 
human character and the pointlessness of that violence. Since the effigies float in the harbor on the 
day of the Hundred Martyrs, just as the martyrs themselves did just after the bombing of Pearl 
Harbor. Further, like those cardboard cutouts, the Martyrs were destroyed with no real hesitation 
and for no real reason: killed for wanting to fight tyranny, their country is exactly that. The floating 
effigies represent the "evil" of the world: the leaders of Communism and Fascism and the German 
Kaiser who began World War I to boot. The destruction of this concentrated evil is the main event 
of the Hundred Martyr festival. But, it is not evil that is poised to destroy the world. In fact, the very 
planes meant to destroy the world set off the accident that allows the "innocent" but powerful 
technology of ice-nine to transform the ambiguous flaws of the Hoenikkers and John into worldwide 
catastrophe: This is the way the world ends, not with a bang but a whimper. 

The constant value invoked in the recording of history is its value to posterity, its ability to teach the 
present how to avoid the mistakes of the past. Vonnegut, through Bokonon, attacks even this 
accepted truth as delusion. The characters of Cat's Cradle knew the past, every single one of them 
had a profound connection to the atomic bomb, but none of them learned from it. They accept the 
truth taught to them with an easy acceptance, look at the fabric of history as they might ponder a 
game with a circular strand of string. But, where's the cat? Where's the cradle? 

Ch. 106-114 

John criticized the Hoenikkers for their stupid, irresponsible handling of ice-nine. Angela and Newt 
criticized their brother for mishandling this deadly substance, but all three are guilty of the charge. In 
this portrayal of mutual recrimination, Vonnegut satirizes humanity's moral hypocrisy. The entire 
history of ice-nine is one of mishandling: Felix failed to clean up the mess of ice-nine in his kitchen 
before resting (and dying), allowing the ice-nine to fall into the hands of his children and endanger the 
world. Now, with everything out in the open, John and the Hoenikker's have a chance to destroy the 
ice-nine in their possession. Instead, they repeat the exact mistake of their father and decide to wait to 
clean up the mess until later. Bokonon's description of history is dead-on. 



Horlick Minton's speech attacked patriotism as an irrational denial of the senselessness of wartime 
slaughter. Indeed, the Hundred Martyrs were senselessly murdered by a bigger, much stronger 
enemy. Ironically, they were sent to their pointless deaths in the name of "democracy" by a 
dictatorship. Patriotism is not about loving one's fellow man but defending a false illusion of 
collective national identity. Cat's Cradle asks, why should someone die as a sacrifice to an irrational 
grouping behavior? What are they protecting or defending but an empty idea? 

Ch. 115-127 

A prisoner once sent Felix a copy of a book he wrote about the end of the world. In his book, 
people engaged in a sexual orgy when the end was near. John repeated this scenario exactly. When 
facing the end of most life on earth, he satisfied his sexual urges. Again, Bokonon's distrust of 
humanity's ability to change its behavior despite numerous warnings is justified by the behavior of 
the other characters. Despite the warnings offered by Felix's irresponsible decision to rest before 
cleaning up the mess of ice-nine in his kitchen, the Hoenikker siblings and John did exactly the same 
thing. As a result, the plane crash unleashed ice-nine into the ocean. 

Bokononism acknowledges humanity's irrational need for a reason and purpose in human existence. 
Bokonon's legend of humanity's creation portrays God as a playful court jester who sends his 
creations out to find a meaning and purpose where there is none. Bokononism doesn't offer an 
explanation for God's decision to create human beings. God assigned humanity the task of 
discovering the purpose behind their existence only because humanity demanded one. Nor does 
Cat's Cradle offer a purpose for humanity's ultimate destruction. In fact, the end of the world came 
about as the result of a stupid, careless accident. Survivors like Hazel reacted to the disaster with 
laughable trite phrases, such as, "It's no use crying over spilt milk." However, what reactions other 
than suicide or laughter are possible in the face of such a stupid catastrophe? In essence, "spilt milk" 
is the most accurate description of the accident. The end of the world was a dumb accident, with no 
grandeur, over in an instant. 

Newt and John concluded that humanity's only real purpose was perpetuation of the human race. 
The entire human search for meaning within Cat's Cradle involved an immense outpouring of 
rational thought in search of a prize that did not exist. Everyone had an idea about what humanity 
should be, and they fought and battled to protect and propagate that idea of humanity. All of the 
deft handling of arguments and ideas, the justifications of religion, national identity, and political 
philosophy, nothing more than a game of Cat's Cradle, pointless and without end. And, even after 
the disaster, after the world had ended and all man's stupidity laid bare, still the survivors clung to 
the delusions of the past. Bokonon recognized the lost cause of humanity and dreamed of suicide. 
Hazel spent endless hours in her last days stitching together an American flag, claiming the island of 
San Lorenzo for a country that was no more. 

 

 

 

 



 


